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Claims

1.

10

MaWne for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, in particular a paper
webW a cardboard web, in which the layers (A, B; B, C) formed by a
corre^onding fomier (10, 12, 34, 38) are couched together, characterized in that

at leasitwo layers (A, B; B, C) to be couched together, each having on one side
a higheV content offines are introduced into the couching zone (30) in such a way
that theicome into contact with each other with their sides of higher contact of
fines, ai^ in that at least one of these two layers (A, B; B, C) was created by a
gap former (10, 12).
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3.

4.

Machine adcording to claim 1, characterized in that at least one of the two layers
(A, B; B, Clis created by a gap former (10, 12) which comprises two circulating

continuous dlwatering belts (14, 16) which converge, in forming a headbox nip

(18), and whlcha^^ed in the area of this headbox nip (18) that is supplied
with a fibrouUspens/on by a headbox (24) over a fonning element (20), such
as in particular a fo^fting roll.

Machine a^co ^ding to ch,im 2, characterized in that each of the two layers (A, B;
B, C) is created Ay a separk gap former (10, 12) and the sheet formation ofeach

^rs Ia, B; b/c) occurs with higher content of fmes on the fonning
ofthe two ay

element side.

Machine according \o claim 3, characterized in that the web travel directions (L)
of the two gap foimL (10, 12) are opposite each other.

30

Machine according toWaim 4, characterized in that the layer (A; B) created in the
first ofthe two gap foiAers (1 0, 12) is guided together with at least one ofthe two
dewatering belts (14,

1^
around a deflection element (28), preferably a deflection

roll, and then introducedWia a continuous belt (16, 36), traveling in the generally
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6.

7.

opposite direction to thejstream direction of the first headbox (24), into the

appropriate couching zone 30 in which the layers (A, B; C) created by the two

gap formers (10, 12) are c inched together with their sides of higher content of

fines.

Machine according to claim 5, characterized in that the layer (A) created in the

first gap former (10) is guiled around the deflection element (28) together with

6), which does not come into contact with the forming

introduced into the couching zone (30) via this outer

the outer dewatering belt (

element (20), and which is

dewatering belt (16).

Machine according to claifn 6, characterized in that the two dewatering belts (14,

16) are guided around the/deflection element (28), and the inner dewatering belt

(14) is separated fi'onel'^id^ dewatering belt (16) which entrains the layer (A)

following this def|fectioi|4lement.

20

25

Machine accord!

(16) of the firs

guided preferab

im 6 characterized in that the outer dewatering belt

?ap fdrmeNlO) consecutive to the deflection element (28) is

I in general iya horizontal direction, at least up to the area of the

couching zone i 30))

Machine according tb claim 5, characterized in that another layer (A) is created

by a fourdrinier fom^er (34) and the sheet formation of this layer (A) occurs with

the higher content o

(36), in that the laye

deflection element

fourdrinier former (

continuous wire (3

30

fines on the outer side facing away from the continuous wire

• (B) created in the first gap former (20) and guided over the

^28) is couched together with the layer (A) created by the

4) and in that these two layers (A, B) are introduced via the

^) into the couching zone (30) in which the layers (B, C)

created by the two gip formers (10, 12) are couched together with their sides of

higher content of finfes.
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10. Machine according to clairfi 9, characterized in that the outer dewatering belt (16)

ofthe first gap former (lOfi is separated in web travel direction (L) in front of the

deflection element (28) fi-bm the inner dewatering belt (14) and the relevant layer

(B), and the layer (B) is ehiided around the deflection element (28) only together

with the inner dewaterint belt (14).

11.
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12.

13.

Machine according to cj^ 9.&r4d, characterized in that the layer (A) formed in

the fourdrinier former ^4) and the layer (B) formed in the first gap former (10)

are couched together/in the area of the deflection element (28) and/or in a

couching roll.

Machine according lb^g?ndSmo prcccJhig tldlms, characterized in that, after the

separation ofthe tW* deWtering belts (14', 16') ofthe second gap former (12), the

layer (B; C) CTfeatdd bythe second gap former is introduced together with the

outer dewateAg je}/(l6') into the couching zone (30) in which the two layers

(A, B; B, cVc eatljin"

Machine ac

layers (A,

sides of higbei content of fines

ap formers (10, 12) are couched together with their

d|ngt9^im 1 characterized in that the first (A) of the two

e couched together with their sides ofhigher content of fines is

created by a foijrdrinier former (38) and the sheet formation of this first layer (A)

occurs with thj higher content of fines on the outer side facing away from the

continuous wi^ (40), and in that the second layer (B) is created by a gap former

(12) and the sheet formation occurs in this second layer (B) with a higher content

of fines on tha forming element side.

30

14. Machine accdrding to claim 13, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (24'! associated with the gap former (12) correlates in general with the

travel direction (LA) of the first layer (A) created by the fourdrinier former.
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15.

10

a.

15

20

16.

17.

18.

Machine according to claim AS characterized in that the layer (B) created

by the gap former (12) is introduced, after the separation of the two dewatering

belts (14', 1 6') ofthe gap forfaer (12), together with the outer dewatering belt (16')

into the couching zone (30)/in which it is joined with the continuous wire (40) for

the two layers (A, B) to bf couched together.

Machine according to mrk of the HniTnci characterized in that the

continuous wire (40) i^ guided at least in the area of the couching zone (30)

preferably in a general|jy horizontal direction.

Machine according toMnoo^ claims 13 tlu
-ough t^ , characterized in that at

least one additional^p former (44) is provided and the sheet formation of the

correlating addifionfel layer (C) occurs with a higher content of fines on the

forming elenientydjb and in that the additional layer (C) is couched together with

the layer (ffi) c^ate^ by the first gap former (12) in an additional couching zone

(46).

Machine ic

headbox

trav^mire)

:ordifg tp^laim 17, characterized in that the stream direction of the

ociated with the additional gap former (44) corresponds to the

ion/(LA) of the layer created by the fourdrinier former (38).

25

30

19.

20.

Machine acco/ding to claim 17 oiH-^; characterized in that the additional layer

(C) created by/the additional gap former (44) is introduced after the separation of

the two dewatering belts (50, 52) of the additional gap former (44) together with

the outer dewatering belt (52) into the additional couching zone (46), in which it

is brought toj;ether with the continuous wire (40) for couching together the two

layers (B, C) created by gap formers (12, 44).

Machine acc )rding to claim 19, characterized in that the continuous wire (40) is

guided at least in the area of the two couching zones (30, 46) preferably in a
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21.

22.

24.

genereilly horizontal direc ion.

ofthc prcci-rlinc rln^"^^. characterized in that for the
Machine according to ««€

formation of an at le^st Jiree-layered or four-layered fibrous web at least one

additional gap former (sJ) is provided and the sheet formation of the additional

layer (D) occurs with hither content of fines on the forming element side, and

0 is couched together with the layer (C) created in the

an additional couching zone (56), in which at least one

of the two layers (C, is couched together with the other layer on a side of

higher content of fines.

i

that the additional layer

preceding gap former in

Machine according to llaim 21, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (58) associated with the additional gap former (54) corresponds to the

travel direction of thdfibrous web to be created.

23 . Machine accordjrig

one multi-lajpred

mcljfflic prcccdhig claima , characterized in that at least

dbox and/or at least one single layered headbox and/or a

combinatio: of different headboxes is provided.

25. Machit

30

Machine atior^ir^ t^lS^he^reccding cl^^in^, characterized in that at least

one single leyerdd headbofc is provided.

agto^mio ofthc preceding-elaima characterized in that uniform

pressure dewatering elements are provided for web dewatering.

26. Process for tie production of a multi-layered fibrous web, in particular a paper

web or a caJdboard web, in which the layers (A, B; B, C) each created by a

former (10, 12, 34, 38) are couched together, characterized in that at least two

layers (A, B; B, C) to be couched together, each having on one side a higher

content of Ines, are introduced into the couching zone (30) in such a way that
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27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

they come into contact yth each other on their sides with higher content of fines

and that at least one of ^lese two layers (A, B; B, C) is created by a gap former

(10, 12).

Process according to cliim 26, characterized in that at least one ofthe two layers

(A, B; B, C) is createJ by a gap former (10, 12) which contains two circulating

continuous dewaterinJbelts (1 4, 1 6) that run together forming a headbox nip ( 1 8)

and which are guideJin the area of this headbox nip (18), loaded with a fibrous

suspension by a hea/lbox, over a forming element (20), such as in particular a

forming roll.

Process accordingI claim 27, characterized in that each of the two layers (A, B;

B, C) is formed by/a separate gap former (10, 12) and the sheet formation of the

two layers (A, B; IjetQurs in each case with the higher content of fines on the

forming elemenvlide.

Process acc(piifoclaim 28, characterized in that the two gap formers (10, 12)

are operatecfin i^osite^b travel directions (L).

Process acc( .rdiglp^Slmm 29, characterized in that the layer (A; B) formed in the

first oftiie>v(rfep fonners (10, 12) is guided together with at least one ofthe two

dewatering belt (14, 16) around a deflection element (28), preferably a deflection

roll, and thenlia a continuous belt (16; 36) introduced in a direction generally

opposite to tlL travel direction of the first headbox (24) into the correlating

couching zor e (30) in which the layers (A, B; B, C) created by the two gap

2) are couched together with their sides of higher content of fines.
formers (10,

Process acco

first gap fomfer is

not come u

rding to claim 30, characterized in that the layer (A) created in the

guided together with the outer dewatering belt (1 6), which does

to contact with the forming element (28), around the deflection
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element (28) and introc

belt (16).

Uced into the couching zone (30) via this outer dewatering

32. Process according to daim 31, characterized in that the two dewatering belts (14,

16) are guided around the deflection element (28) and the inner dewatering belt

(14) is separated frojn the outer dewatering belt (16) entraining the layer (A)

consecutive to this dfeflection element.

33.

10

15

20

34.

Process according tb claim 30, characterized in that an additional layer (A) is

created by a fourdrioier former (34) and the sheet formation of this layer (A)

occurs with the higlier content of fines on the facing away from the continuous

wire (36), in that tlje layer (B), created in the first gap former (10) and guided

over the deflection ileiilent ds), is couched together with the layer (A), formed

by the fourdrini^r ffomer (74), and in that these two layers (A, B) are introduced

via the continucKfe |vire^6) into the couching zone (30) in which the layers (B,

C) formed by tiie Wo^f^nits^s (10, 12) are couched together with their sides

of higher conMit if fines.

Process aecora adlo'claim 33, characterized in that the outer dewatering belt (16)

of the first ga\S fbrmer (10) is separated in web travel direction in front of the

deflection elemeAt (28) from the inner dewatering belt (14) and the relevant layer

(B), and the layefr (B) is guided around the deflection element (28) only together

with the inner dewatering belt (14).

25

d 30

35.

36.

Process according to claim 33-ef^, characterized in that the layer (A) formed in

the fourdrinierlformer (34) and the layer (B) created in the first gap former (10)

are couched together in the area ofthe deflection element (28) and/or a couching

roll.

Process according to one of tiio preceding claimfl-

, characterized in that the layer
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(B; C) created by the secotid gap former (10) is guided after the separation of the

two dewatering behs (141, 16') of the second gap former (10) together with the

outer dewatering belt (I6j) to the couching zone (30), in which the two layers (A,

B; B, C) created in the gap formers (10, 12) are couched together with their sides

of higher content of fines.

10

37. Process according to cllim 26 «f^, characterized in that the first (A) of the two

layers (A, B) to be couihed together with their sides of higher content of fines is

created by a fourdrinid" former (38) and the sheet formation of this first layer (A)

occurs with a highefr content of fines on the outside facing away from the

continuous wire (401 and that the second layer (B) is created by a gap former

(12) and that the sheit formation in this second layer (B) occurs with the higher

content of fines on me forming element side.

15 38. Process accordipfg /to

a headbox (24')^soc

to the travel

im 37, characterized in that the stream direction of the

d with the gap former (12) is selected in general correlating

n (LA)bfthe first layer (A) created by the fourdrinier former.

20
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39.

40.

Process acc<|rdin^topKmi 37 characterized in that the layer (A) created by

the{gap foni^p-(jy) is guided to the couching zone (30) after the separation of the

two dewatering belts (14\ 16') of the gap former (12) together with the outer

dewatering belt |l6'), in which it is brought together with the continuous wire

(40) for the cou

one additional g;

additional layer

ing of the two layers (A, B).

Process accordi ig to one of- olaimo 37 through-^ , characterized in that at least

ap former (44) is used and the sheet formation of the relevant

C) occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element

side, and that trie additional layer (C) is couched in another couching zone (46)

together with the layer (B) created by the first gap former (12).
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42.

43.

44.

45.

#
Process according to claiiA 40, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (48) associated with the additional gap former (44) is chosen correlating

to the travel direction^L^) of the layer formed by the fourdrinier former (38).

Process according to clai/n 40 ©^-4^ characterized in that the additional layer (C)

created by the additional /gap former (44) is introduced, after the separation of the

two dewatering belts (5Q|, 52) of the additional gap former (44), together with the

outer dewatering belt (32) into the additional couching zone (46) in which it is

brought together with tne continuous wire (40) for the couching of the two layers

(B, C) formed by the g|Lp formers (12, 44).

Process according to£rio of the preceding claima
,
characterized in that at least

one additional gap f*rmei^54j is used for the formation of an at least three-

layered or foxir-layere/rfibro/s web and the sheet formation of the additional

layer (D) occurs witwa UigHer content of fines on the forming element side, and

that the additional l^eD(D) is couched in an additional couching zone (56) with

a layer (C) created

layers (C, D) is

content of fines,

)y ^ preceding^p former, and where at least one of the two

u<fhe(i.t<5gether with the other layer with a side of higher

Process according to claim 43, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (58) associated with the additional gap former (54) is chosen correlating

to the travel direction of the fibrous web to be created.

Process accorc/irig iirrrrding r1nin«tfi^ characterized in that at least

one multi-layef/ed headbox and/or at least one single-layered headbox and/or a

combination (ff different headboxes is used.

.a
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